Highly effective
inbound and outbound
spam and virus filtering
Integrated email
continuity
Cost-effective and
easy to use

geezit Cloudscan is a cloud-based email security solution that offers comprehensive spam and virus
protection and built-in continuity with always-on backup mail service. The service is compatible with
any email infrastructure and can be implemented in minutes.

KEY BENEFITS
Full cloud-based solution that requires no hardware or software
No need to spend thousands on setting up a continuity service with continual hardware
maintenance.
Built-in email continuity with automatic queuing and on-demand mail service
When your email server goes down, geezit Cloudscan doesn’t! You can continue to send and
receive emails and continue with business as usual.
Reduce email downtime with multiple delivery points
In the past, when your Internet service provider went down, so did your access to email. If you
have multiple Internet providers, geezit Cloudscan ensures that your emails route through your
backup connection, ensuring that you never lose a minute of email delivery.
Inbound/Outbound email filtering
geezit Cloudscan scans inbound and outbound emails and attachments and prevents inappropriate
messages from being sent from your network, stopping your mail server from blacklisting.
Hosted individual junk mail quarantines and digests
geezit Cloudscan releases quarantined emails in regular reports from within your email client. You
can choose to receive these reports up to 3 times a day. You can also have total control over which
emails you want to whitelist or blacklist.

EFFECTIVENESS
In a fraction of a second, geezit Cloudscan scans incoming
messages using both traditional and leading-edge
technologies to detect spam, combining message
signature analysis, authenticity checks, an extensive
heuristic rule set, continually evolving databases of URLs,
network addresses, mail servers and other identifying
elements known to be used in phishing attacks and in
unsolicited bulk email, real-time message source analysis,
and customisable domain-specific and user specific
whitelists and blocklists. The result is a highly adaptive
system and a dramatic reduction in junk email, relieving a
significant burden for email users and system
administrators.
NETWORK DEFENCE
geezit Cloudscan helps you reduce risk, free up network
bandwidth and ease mail server load by blocking
practically all spam and email threats before they reach
your network.
CONTINUITY
geezit Cloudscan’s email continuity feature enables you to
continue accessing, responding to and sending email
messages, even in the event of a network outage or an
on-premise mail server outage. geezit Cloudscan queues
your organisation’s mail and users can continue accessing
or responding to those messages via the solution’s control
panel, even while your mail server is offline.
VIRUS PROTECTION
geezit Cloudscan combines a traditional signature-based
antivirus engine, pattern-based zero-hour virus detection
and virtualisation-based threat recognition to defeat
today’s sophisticated and fast-moving malware threats.
INBOUND/OUTBOUND EMAIL FILTERING
geezit Cloudscan scans inbound emails and attachments
and allows the automated addition of configurable
disclaimers or signatures to outbound messages. The
service also prevents inappropriate messages from being
sent from your network – preventing your mail server
from blacklisting and protecting your company’s
reputation in the event a server or workstation is
compromised.

DIRECTORY HARVEST AND DOS ATTACK PREVENTION
By filtering inbound SMTP traffic in the cloud before it
reaches your network, the service protects your
infrastructure against directory harvesting, large-scale
spam runs, denial of service attacks and other threats.
INTUITIVE WEB-BASED CONTROL PANEL
The easy-to-use web-based control panel allows
administrators and users to effectively and efficiently
manage their email security and access quarantined
messages as well as queued messages in the event of a
mail server failure.
INDIVIDUAL JUNK MAIL QUARANTINES AND DIGESTS
With geezit Cloudscan, customers can retain detected
spam messages in a quarantine hosted outside the
company’s network. Users can access the quarantine at
any time and receive a convenient, automatically emailed
summary of detected junk mail to quickly identify any
potential false positives and release these from the
quarantine. The digest messages can be scheduled as
infrequently as once per week or as frequently as three
times per day.
CONFIGURABLE USER PREFERENCES
Administrators can set the spam filtering configuration for
a given user, or can delegate the ability to do so to the
individual users so that the service works for their specific
needs.
MESSAGE LOGGING AND SEARCH
Through geezit Cloudscan’s comprehensive message
logging, administrators can search for messages and
access detailed delivery logs for all recent inbound and
outbound messages. These logs include message envelope
details, message headers, message size, the receiving
server and the exact response from that server to help
determine what happened to any given message.

For more information on pricing, and to access a free one
month trial, contact us on 1300 433 948.
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